FDIS Housing
Survey 2018
Future Defence Infrastructure Services (FDIS) Survey: FDIS is the framework from which
a maintenance contract for the next generation of accommodation will be managed. The
steps in developing this new contract include a process of learning from previous mistakes
and problems, and more importantly puts families first in the execution of the service.
We are really grateful to the 973 personnel and family members who filled in the survey and
added their comments. This feedback is vital in shaping the standards that will be in the
future contract, and we see the opportunity to shape expectations at this stage as being
key in an improvement in service to you all. Many thanks for your input, and please keep
in touch with the Families Federation for updates on this – and to let us know about your
current accommodation issues.

General

Q1. How are you connected to the RAF?
1%

1% 2%

38%
58%

In full time regular service in the RAF
A dual serving regular RAF married couple
An unmarried partner of a regular serving RAF person
A spouse/civil partner of a regular serving RAF person
Other (e.g. Royal Navy or Army personnel or a spouse/partner
of a Royal Navy or Army personnel, Reservist, Veteran)

Type of property

Q2. What type of property do you and your family live in?
1%
1%

10%

3%
3%

82%

Service Family Accommodation (SFA)
Other (Please specify)
Property we/I own
Privately rented accommodation
Single Living Accommodation (SLA)
Substitute Service Family Accommodation (SSFA)

RAF Families Federation comment:
It should be noted that the percentages seen here do not reflect the overall percentages
of home ownership in the general RAF population (which is higher), but is understandable
given the background of people wishing to respond to the survey.

Allocation

Q3. How would you prefer to apply for SFA?
1%

0%

8%

20%
71%

Online via the internet
Other (please specify)
Via an app
Online via DII/MODNET by the serving person
Paper form

RAF Families Federation comment:
DII/MODNET is not always accessible to serving personnel dependant on location and will
not be accessible to their non-serving partners, so a more readily available internet based
solution would seem sensible.

Allocation

Q4. When you apply for SFA, what information would you
like to be available?

1

37%

2

35%

3

14%

13%

37%
33%
16%

18%

15%
8%
20%

8%

6% 2 2 1
5%
12%

6%

5%
7%

Internal and external photos of the house
Floorplans
Virtual tour
Information on local schools/childcare provision
List of fixtures and fittings
Map & street view
Information on unit and local area facilities

RAF Families Federation comment:
Whilst photos are clearly the preferred option for respondents, we understand that this may
need to be a longer term aspiration given it is difficult to achieve.

Move-in/move-out appointments

Q5. When you move in or out of your SFA, what options
would you prefer?

1

59%

2
3

26%
14%

29%
34%

40%
31%

12%

55%

Licensee or proxy more involved with logging issues in the house
(e.g. an electronic system that could be completed as you go
around the house logging issues with the Accommodation Officer)
More guidance in advance about the move-in/moveout process
and standards
Longer appointments with the Accommodation Officer to take
over the house or hand it back

RAF Families Federation comment:
Extensive guidance does exist, but perhaps a review/refresh of the strategy for how this is
best communicated out could be helpful.

Repairs & maintenance

Q6. When you need to book an appointment for a repair
to your SFA, how would you prefer to do it?

1

32%

2
3

32%

35%

30%

23%

22%

40%

Online via a website form
Via an app
By phone
In person to the local Accommodation Officer

27%

9%

25%

10%
15%

Repairs & maintenance

Q7. When you are offered a repair or maintenance
appointment, what would you prefer?

1
2

81%
10%

3 6%

34%
25%

4% 5%
24%

27%

21%
15%

6% 3%1
0%

11%
24%

One hour slot
Morning/afternoon slot
Evening appointments
School run (10am - 2pm)
Weekend slot
All day

RAF Families Federation comment:
We recognise that there is a strong preference for one hour appointments, but this is a
taxing requirement and potentially out of step with services provided elsewhere in the
rental sector.

3%

Repairs & maintenance

Q8. If it was possible to have an online portal for your to check what
is happening with your repair, which of these possible functions
would your prefer?

1

41%

2
3

31%

30%
13%

22%
12%

23%

16%
20%

11%

11%

12%

9%

12%

9%

3%3% 0%
5%

6%

11%

Ability to confirm a narrower arrival time on the day
Ability to track where the trade person is (e.g. see how many stops until your house)
Ability to submit photos/videos in order to help diagnose the problem correctly
Ability to check the status of the repair (e.g. open closed, awaiting financial approval)
Ability to view when regular statutory and mandatory inspections are due with the
ability to select a convenient appointment
Text reminder service
Ability to cancel the appointment

RAF Families Federation comment:
Future contractors would need to do extensive due diligence on the IT requirements (e.g
the range of MOD databases that would need to be encompassed) to allow delivery of this
aspect.

Repairs & maintenance

Q9. When the tradesperson arrives to fix your problem, which of
these would be the most helpful?

1
2
3

73%
15%
11%

34%

14%
51%

52%

37%

Fully stocked van to enable first time fix (e.g. doesn’t have to come back
another day as doesn’t have the part)
Trades person able to check the rest of the house to see if other repairs are
needed (to repair at same time or book future appointment as required)
If follow on work is needed, ability to book next appointment before they
leave

RAF Families Federation comment:
A joined up service could equate to fewer visits and costs savings overall, plus less
interactions with call/service centres.

13%

Complaints

Q10. If you need to make a complaint, how would you rather this
was managed?

3%
16%

20%

61%

Online with the ability to monitor its progress through an online system
By phone
In person to local Accommodation Officer
Send complaint in writing (letter or email)

RAF Families Federation comment:
Cases that are raised to us do demonstrate that managing cases by phone leaves much
more room for error.

Missed appointments

Q11. If you have a missed appointment, how would you like to
report this?
1%

10%

27%

62%

Online with the ability to monitor its progress through an online system
By phone
In person to local Accommodation Officer
Send complaint in writing (letter or email)

Missed appointments

Q12. If you had a missed appointment, how would you like this to
be acknowledged?

26%

74%

High street vouchers
A formal apology

RAF Families Federation comment:
We would like to see a requirement to explain why there has been a missed appointment.

Housing contract

Q13. If you have any other comments about the future of housing
allocation and the repair/maintenance contract, please use the
space below. The RAF Families Federation is looking for comments
on how you would prefer things to work in the future, rather than
commenting on the current contract.
Right first time and general approach to maintenance and repairs:
“If things are looking to change then a commitment needs to be made to improve the properties
to ensure they are fit for purpose and worth the increase in rent. Obviously we do not pay
mainstream rent”
“The ability to do or book other repair jobs, in one appointment. To work to a good high quality
standard, be polite, tidy up after. To be able to have a better idea of when they will arrive in the
day, and if running late. To have equipment ready for the repair that day”
“Don’t patch jobs. Make houses fit for future. Do a job properly. Invest in the houses”
“Maintain the properties, don’t just cover up the symptoms”
“I would like the job to be repaired properly first time and not short term repaired. This will allow
for longevity in accommodation and reduce multiple call outs for repeat problems”
“The next contract needs to place more emphasis on measuring performance to permanent
fixes and in sending qualified operatives and engineers to address issues first time. There should
also be careful consideration given to the relationships between the prime contractor and its
sub-contractors - what may at first appear a cheaper model could introduce such significant
inefficiencies and poor performance from the many layers of friction between management
of contracts that any financial saving is lost. A contract where communication is better with
occupants, between the helpdesk and those carrying out appointments and those scheduling
appointments would dramatically improve against current performance”
“Please ensure the people on the phones actually listen to and understand the problem rather
than book unsuitable engineers appointments as wasting mine and the engineers time”
“Follow up quality assurance check of repairs and standard of workmanship, conduct of
workman etc”
”Use good quality repair materials to reduce the requirement for repeat call outs to fix the same
repair due to poor quality/cheap being used in the initial repair”
“The contract needs to clearly state how both DIO and the contractor are to be held to account if
either or both do not provide the service agreed under the contract”

Right first time and general approach to maintenance and repairs:
“Have the appropriate trades person come out the first time, not send an odd job man to do the
work which is then done wrong or incorrectly diagnosed which causes further problems”
“Listen to the customer. If they say it is an electrical problem, don’t send a plumber. Do what
you say you will, don’t say you’ll book follow up action unless you mean to do it Don’t buy the
cheapest, it will fail more often”
“It would be highly beneficial when a repair is to be conducted that the right trade is appointed
and with the correct materials to carry out the repair rather than repeated visits by a multitude
of trades”
“Just to send out the workmen with the right tools to complete a job would be handy, not lose
measurements of what is requiring to be fixed and not cancelling appointment or just not
turning up would be handy”
“Houses required regular maintenance (little and often), this is not embraced by the current
contract. Maintenance staff need to have the right skills for the job in question and not be an
amateur jack-of-all-trades. Maintenance staff need to be afforded the appropriate amount of
time to complete each task and not an arbitrary 30 min window. Maintenance staff need to
carry a larger array of ‘spare parts’ to deal with issues immediately”
“There needs to be more monitoring of the actual contract and there should be exit clauses if
they do not meet the required standard”
“A proper house review and preventative maintenance on a schedule. Workmen to have clear ID,
need a tracked signature, have overboots to protect floors/carpets. Realistic travel and job times
and for ‘reward’ for jobs done on time, first time and correctly, not by volume of visits”
“Get better qualified tradesmen to carry out repairs. Not just bodge it and scarper”
“ ‘Manage the decline’ is depressing and is the current mantra. It is not acceptable for the
modern armed forces and extends to defence infrastructure as well”

A Rightmove type portal:
“I would love to see a comprehensive online portal or app that could encompass the housing
application and allocation process and the ongoing maintenance. As a customer you could be
more involved in the selection of your next home, with photos or even videos of your mext house
to help you plan the move in advance. I would much prefer to use an online system to manage
maintenance appointments, and the ability to add extra information would be very helpful.
Being a remote location having the correct tradesman turn up first time with the correct parts
for the job makes a huge difference”
“Repairs/maintenance issues need to be more open. Moving to a system where you can track
the progress of requests through to conclusion would be an enhancement and being able to
comment on the service received would be beneficial to have continuous improvement”

Compensation and complaints:
“Complaints should be recorded and monitored to help rectify the systems in place. I don’t want
vouchers I want better quality and improvement”
“Stop spending money on compensation and put it into getting the job funded more suitably”
“A clearer process for disputes. This would be preferable in an online system where you can
monitor the status and the outcome. It would also be good to be able to contact one individual
handling your case rather than the entire team so as not to keep explaining the issue”

Move-in and Standards:
“All remedial works for a property should be completed prior to a move-in and the cleanliness
should be mandatory”
“Houses must be properly clean to march-in standard at march-in”
“The Housing Officer should have viewed the property and be aware of any issues before marchin. Any jobs raised at march-in should be electronically raised during march-in with a copy
forwarded to occupiers”

Spousal access to the overall process:
“Smooth online process also available to non-military spouse / partner in cases where serving
person is away / has no internet access”
“Definitely being able to apply via the internet rather than the intranet would be beneficial so
that spouses can see the houses etc. Repair/maintainence contract will always have its faults but
as long as issues are communicated then it would be better”
“Spouses need to be able to apply on behalf of SP when they are overseas”
“I would be very grateful if the allocation could be moved to the internet. As a dual working
family we would appreciate evening or weekend works”

Families first and feeling valued:
“Usually the customer is always right but in SFA you’re always feeling like you’re a peasant who
should accept the poor service because that’s you locked into the system as a forces family in
SFA”
“It is important that the next stage of housing delivery is done with integrity and the
organisation(s) that take it forward understand what a Service family is and what challenges
there are. Rather than just trying to take the contract to make money, they must understand
the importance of effective housing delivery and the impact of a poor service, Human Factors is
what we have to be trained on, our housing deliverers must also understand how their actions
can effect the operational delivery of our SP”

Families first and feeling valued:
“Choosing a contractor should not be about value for money, it should be about value for
people”
“Please ensure the people on the phones actually listen to and understand the problem rather
than book unsuitable engineers appointments as wasting mine and the engineers time”
“Less of a confrontational attitude from housing staff would be another welcome change. After
all, if it wasn’t for service families, they wouldn’t be in a job! More choice, more family friendly,
more of a helpful attitude”
“Assuming that the service person or their spouse can be at home during the working day is an
outdated idea. Repairs should be scheduled to fit in with a modern lifestyle in which both adults
go out to work”
“I think just a timely service with good communication to your clients will suffice - it’s the not
knowing that really upsets people”
“Save our military patch communities by making them places people want to live and are
willing to pay for. Our communities are essential to our willingness to continue with this way of
life. I know so many families who have left the military due to poor housing maintainance and
the poor customer service is at the top of the list of problems”
“When retaining a property it is standard practise for the landlord to gain access to the property
for maintenance and inspection tasks without the inhabitants presence. I see no reason why this
cannot be translated to SFA........ I propose that an opt out system for this, allowing inhabitants
to choose whether they want ‘strangers’ in their home without them present. I think this would
not only save the inhabitants time and money, but also drastically reduce the number of missed
appointments and red cards”
“Efficiency would be nice, as would the customer/tenant being treated like a customer/tenant
rather than an inconvenience”
“Needs to be more efficient and humanise the process but with someone that isn’t powerless”

About your family
Q20. Where are you living?
2%

0%

3%

England/Scotland/Wales
Northern Ireland
Overseas - Europe
Overseas - Rest of the world

95%

Q21. What rank is the serving family member?
0%
3%
AC/LAC/SAC/Jnr Tech/LCpl/CPL

19%
32%

Sgt/Chf Tech/FS/WO
Plt Off/Fg Off/Flt Lt (Junior officer)
Sqn Ldr/Wg Cdr above (Senior officer)

13%

Prefer not to answer
I don’t know his/her rank
33%

About your family

Q22. How long have you been in the RAF/a RAF family?

4%
9%
28%

0-2 years
19%

3-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years
20 years +

40%

Q23. Does the non-serving family member work?

9%
21%

Dual serving family
Yes - self employed
Yes - part time

6%
41%

Yes - full time
No

23%

About your family

Q24. Do you have children/are there children in the family?

24%

76%

Yes
No

raf-ff.org.uk 01780 781650
enquiries@raf-ff.org.uk
facebook.com/RAFFamFed
twitter.com/RAF_FF

The RAF Families Federation’s contract is held by the RAF Association
registered Charity 2286686 (England & Wales), SC037673 (Scotland).

RAF Families Federation 13-15 St George’s Road
Wittering Peterborough Cambridgeshire PE8 6DL

The RAF Benevolent Fund is a supporting
partner of the Families Federation

